Abstract. We prove that if an asymptotically flat initial data set satisfies the dominant energy condition and has E = |P |, then E = |P | = 0, where (E, P ) is the ADM energy-momentum vector. Previously the result was only known for spin manifolds [8, 14] . We consider a variational approach to the Regge-Teitelboim Hamiltonian, except that we use a modified constraint operator introduced by the first named author and J. Corvino [15] in place of the usual constraint operator. The spacetime positive mass inequality implies that an initial data set satisfying E = |P | must locally minimize the modified Regge-Teitelboim Hamiltonian among initial data sets with the same modified constraints. The Lagrange multipliers corresponding to this constrained minimizer give rise to asymptotically vacuum Killing initial data which is also asymptotically translational. Earlier work of R. Beig and P. Chruściel [8] then implies that the ADM energy-momentum vector must be zero. Since the variational formalism takes place in the space of initial data sets of low regularity, we prove a spacetime positive mass inequality E ≥ |P | in the setting of weighted Sobolev spaces, which may be of independent interest.
Introduction
Our main result is the following theorem that affirms the rigidity conjecture of the spacetime positive mass theorem. See Section 2 for precise statements of terms used below. Theorem 1. Let 3 ≤ n ≤ 7. Let (M, g, k) be an n-dimensional asymptotically flat initial data set that satisfies the dominant energy condition and has E = |P |, where (E, P ) is the ADM energymomentum vector. Then E = |P | = 0.
We emphasize that our proof only uses the positive mass inequality as an input and does not use its proof in any way, and thus our result holds whenever the positive mass inequality holds. We describe our generalization of Theorem 1 more precisely as follows. Definition 1. We say that the positive mass inequality holds on M if for any asymptotically flat initial data (g, k) on M satisfying the dominant energy condition, we have E ≥ |P |, where (E, P ) is the ADM energy-momentum vector of (g, k).
Theorem 2. Let n ≥ 3. Suppose that the positive mass inequality holds on M . Let (M, g, k) be an n-dimensional asymptotically flat initial data set that satisfies the dominant energy condition and has E = |P |. Then E = |P | = 0.
The above statement was proved in three dimensions (with a stronger C 3 ×C 2 asymptotic flatness assumption) by R. Beig and P. Chruściel in 1996 [8] , and has been directly extended by Chruściel and D. Maerten for spin manifolds in higher dimensions [14] .
The first author was partially supported by the NSF CAREER DMS 1452477 and also by NCTS during her visit in National Taiwan University where part of the work was completed.
We give a brief history of the positive mass theorem. The special case k = 0 is often called the Riemannian positive mass theorem. In this case, |P | = 0 and the dominant energy condition is reduced to the condition that the scalar curvature of g is nonnegative everywhere. R. Schoen and S.-T. Yau proved the Riemannian positive mass theorem E ≥ 0 in dimension three using minimal surfaces in two articles from 1979 to 1981 [37, 38] . They extended the approach to dimensions less than eight via an induction argument on dimension [36, 34] . In higher dimensions, the induction argument may break down due to possible singularities of minimal hypersurfaces. A recent paper of Schoen and Yau handles the complication and proves the Riemannian positive mass theorem in all dimensions [35] . Since the proof of the inequality E ≥ 0 is by contradiction, a separate argument is used to give a characterization of the equality case that if E = 0, then (M, g) is isometric to Euclidean space.
In the case k = 0, Schoen and Yau also proved that E ≥ 0 in dimension three using the Jang equation to reduce to the Riemannian case [39] . The E ≥ 0 theorem is also sometimes called the positive mass theorem in the literature, but we would like to refer it more accurately as the positive energy theorem and refer to the more general E ≥ |P | theorem as the positive mass theorem. M. Eichmair generalized the Jang equation argument and proved the positive energy theorem in dimensions less than eight [19] . These results also show that if E = 0, then (M, g, k) can be isometrically embedded in Minkowski spacetime with the second fundamental form k. This characterization follows from combining the Jang equation argument with the rigidity of the Riemannian positive mass theorem.
Together with Eichmair and Schoen, the authors proved that the positive mass inequality E ≥ |P | holds in dimensions less than eight by using marginally outer trapped hypersurfaces (MOTS) in place of the minimal hypersurfaces used in the Schoen-Yau proof of the Riemannian positive mass theorem [20] . Since MOTS are not known to obey a useful variational principle, a major part of the proof is to find an appropriate substitute of the first variational formula for the area functional that can be used to produce the MOTS-stability. The dimensional restriction is due to possible singularities of MOTS, just as in the Riemannian case. We note that it was previously understood that a heuristic "boost argument" shows that the positive energy inequality implies the positive mass inequality. In that same paper, we also made rigorous the heuristic boost argument reduction by proving a new density theorem and using the work of D. Christodoulou and N. O'Murchadha [11] . Recently, J. Lohkamp has announced a strategy to handle singularities of MOTS from the Jang equation and gave a proof of the positive energy inequality in all dimensions, and hence the positive mass theorem E ≥ |P | via the boost argument [27] . We note that both the MOTS approach and the boost argument are by contradiction, so they do not give any information about the equality case E = |P |, which is addressed in the current paper.
There is a completely independent approach to the positive mass theorem due to E. Witten. In 1981 he used a spinor argument to show E ≥ |P | for all 3-manifolds [40] (see also [32] ) and to characterize the case E = 0. The proof can be extended to spin manifolds of all dimensions [17, 5] . In his paper, Witten also gave a sketch to characterize the E = |P | case for vacuum initial data sets, which led to the conjecture that the only possibility for E = |P | is when E = |P | = 0 and (M, g, k) embeds as a slice of Minkowski space. The conjecture in dimension three under various stronger assumptions was proved by A. Ashtekar and G. Horowitz [4] and P.F. Yip [41] . As mentioned above, a complete and rigorous proof is due to Beig and Chruściel in three dimensions [8] and Chruściel and Maerten for spin manifolds in higher dimensions [14] .
In this paper, we give a variational approach to the rigidity conjecture that removes the spin assumption. We now outline the proof of Theorem 2. Let (M, g, k) be an asymptotically flat initial data set satisfying the dominant energy condition, as well as the assumption E = |P |. We use a corresponding functional H defined on a weighted Sobolev space of initial data sets. The functional is a modification of the Regge-Teitelboim Hamiltonian obtained by replacing the usual constraint operator with the modified constraint operator studied by the first named author and J. Corvino [15] . The advantage of using the modified constraint operator is that every initial data set near (g, k) in the same level set of the modified operator also satisfies the dominant energy condition. This need not be true for the usual constraint operator. We can then apply the positive mass inequality (more specifically, the Sobolev version of positive mass inequality, Theorem 2.9 below) to see that (g, k) locally minimizes the functional H constrained to the level set. Using an idea that goes all the way back to the seminal work of Arnowitt, Deser, and Misner [3] and has been further developed by R. Bartnik [6] (see also [1] ), one can see that the Lagrange multipliers arising from this constrained minimization will correspond to an asymptotically translational lapse-shift pair that is asymptotically vacuum Killing in a sense defined in Section 3. From there we can apply the techniques of Beig and Chruściel [8, Section III] in their spinor proof to complete the proof. Note that their proof used Witten's spinor argument to construct the desired lapse-shift. Our proof is primarily concerned with finding a method of constructing the desired lapse-shift that works in general.
Using the characterization of E = 0 due to Schoen and Yau [39] for n = 3 and to Eichmair [19] for 3 ≤ n ≤ 7, our main theorem implies the following characterization of the E = |P | case. Corollary 1.1. Let 3 ≤ n ≤ 7, and let (M, g, k) be an n-dimensional asymptotically flat initial data set satisfying the dominant energy condition. If n = 3, further assume that tr g k = O(|x| −γ ) for some γ > 2. If E = |P |, then (M, g, k) can be isometrically embedded into Minkowski spacetime with the induced second fundamental form k.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the basic definitions and recall the modified constraint operator of [15] . In Section 3, we apply the modified constraint operator to modify the classical Regge-Teitelboim Hamiltonian. We then use a variational argument to produce asymptotically vacuum Killing initial data that is also asymptotically translational. In Appendix A, we re-prove a result of Beig-Chruściel [8] that completes the proof of our main theorem. We also prove a Sobolev version of the positive mass inequality (Theorem 2.9) in Appendix B, we discuss regularity of solutions of the adjoint linearized modified constraint equations in Appendix C, and finally, we state and prove the version of the Lagrange multipliers theorem used in this paper in Appendix D.
Preliminaries
Definition 2.1. Let n ≥ 3. An initial data set is an n-dimensional differentiable manifold M equipped with a complete Riemannian metric g and a symmetric (2, 0)-tensor π called the momentum tensor. The momentum tensor is related to the more traditional (0, 2)-tensor k, mentioned in Section 1, via the equation
where the indices on the right have been raised using g. The momentum tensor contains the same information as k since k ij = π ij − 1 n−1 (tr g π)g ij . We define the mass density µ and the current density J (which is a vector quantity) by
where R g is the scalar curvature of g. We define the constraint operator on initial data by
We say that (M, g, π) satisfies the dominant energy condition if
We note that our definition of the constraint operator follows the preceding paper on the positive mass inequality [20] , but it causes discrepancies with the analogous formulas in other references (e.g. [8] ) because of different normalizing conventions. Definition 2.2. Let B ⊂ R n be the closed unit ball centered at the origin. For each nonnegative integer k, 0 < α < 1, and q ∈ R, we define the weighted Hölder space C
Let M be a C k manifold such that there is a compact subset K ⊂ M and a diffeomorphism
We can define the C k,α −q norm on M using an atlas of M that consists of the diffeomorphism M \ K ∼ = R n \ B and finitely many precompact charts, and then sum the C k,α −q norm on the non-compact chart and the C k,α norm on the precompact charts. The resulting function space is denoted by C
Definition 2.3. For each nonnegative integer k, p ≥ 1, and q ∈ R, we define the weighted Sobolev space W k,p −q (R n \ B) as the collection of those f with
Suppose M is a C k manifold such that there is a compact subset K ⊂ M and a diffeomorphism M \K ∼ = R n \B. We can define the space W Below we let
We say that an initial data set (M, g, π) is asymptotically flat if there is a compact subset
and µ, J ∈ C 0,α −n−q 0 , where g E is a smooth Riemannian background metric on M that is equal to the Euclidean inner product in the coordinate chart M \ K ∼ = R n \ B. We may sometimes refer to an asymptotically flat initial data set (M, g, π) as being of type (q, q 0 , α) when we want to emphasize the regularity assumption.
We note that our main result (Theorem 2) holds for asymptotically flat initial data set of type (q, q 0 , α) under an extra assumption that q + α > n − 2. We now recall the modified constraint operator that was introduced by the first named author and J. Corvino in [15] , based on earlier study of the modified linearization in [20, Section 6.1]. Definition 2.6. Given an initial data set (M, g, π), we define the modified constraint map Φ (g,π) at (g, π) to be the operator on other initial data (γ, τ ) given by
where in local coordinates (γ ·Y ) i = g ij γ jk Y k and Φ(γ, τ ) is the usual constraint. Here and throughout the paper, we use the Einstein summation convention.
We denote its linearization at (g, π) by DΦ (g,π) | (g,π) , or simply DΦ (g,π) for ease of notation. For a symmetric (0, 2)-tensor h and a symmetric (2, 0)-tensor w, we have
where J = div g π and
Here all indices are raised or lowered using g, L g h := −∆ g (tr g h) + div g div g (h) − h ij R ij , and the semi-colon indicates covariant derivatives with respect to g. The formal adjoint operator of DΦ (g,π) with respect to the L 2 product defined by g has the following expression for any function f and vector field X:
where (X ⊙ J) ij = 1 2 (X i J j + X j J i ) denotes the symmetrized product, and DΦ| * (g,π) (f, X) is the adjoint operator of the usual constraint map. Explicitly,
where 
Proof. For the usual constraint map, the argument in [21, Lemma 1] requires p > n, but it has been noted in several places that the assumption can be weakened to p > n/2, e.g. [16, 13, 6] . For the modified constraint operator, one can proceed as in [6, Proposition 3.1] to show that Φ (g,π) is locally quadratically bounded and has a polynomial structure. Then by standard functional analysis Φ has continuous Frechét derivatives of all orders.
The surjectivity of DΦ (g,π) is proven in [20, Lemma 20] and requires only p > 1, which follows an argument in [16] for the usual constraint map in dimension three. Definition 2.8. The ADM energy E and the ADM linear momentum P = (P 1 , . . . , P n ) of an asymptotically flat initial data set (named after Arnowitt, Deser, and Misner [2] ) are defined as
where the integrals are computed in M \ K ∼ = R n \ B, ν j = x j /|x|, dH n−1 is the (n − 1)-dimensional Euclidean Hausdorff measure, ω n−1 is the volume of the standard (n − 1)-dimensional unit sphere, and the commas denote partial differentiation in the coordinate directions. We sometimes write the dependence on (g, π) explicitly as E(g, π) and P (g, π).
In Definition 1 we defined what it means for the positive mass inequality E ≥ |P | to hold on M . When we refer to asymptotic flatness in that definition, we mean it in the sense of type (q, q 0 , α). However, for the variational argument used in the proof of Theorem 2, we use weighted Sobolev spaces of initial data sets as the analytic framework. Because of this, we must show that the positive mass inequality holds with only Sobolev regularity. This result is of independent interest, and we prove it in Appendix B using a density argument based on ideas of J. Corvino and R. Schoen [16] implemented with the modified constraint operator.
Main argument
We introduce a modification of the classical Hamiltonian defined by Regge and Teitelboim [33] (see also [7] and [6, Section 5]) by employing the modified constraint operator in place of the usual constraint operator. (We also integrate with respect to a fixed metric.) Definition 3.1. Let (M, g, π) be an n-dimensional asymptotically flat initial data set, and assume
be a pair of a function and a vector field on M (which we will often call a lapse-shift pair ) such that (f 0 , X 0 ) is smooth and is equal to (a, b) in the exterior coordinate chart for M \ K.
We define the modified Regge-Teitelboim Hamiltonian H :
where the volume measure dµ g and the inner product in the integral are both with respect to g.
Although the two terms in the expression given are not individually well-defined for arbitrary
way. We simply use the following alternative expression by rewriting the ADM energy-momentum surface integrals as volume integrals via divergence theorem and rearranging terms:
where g E is a background metric equal to the Euclidean one on the exterior coordinate chart. The second integral is compactly supported. Asymptotic flatness of (g, π) implies that J = div g π is integrable. Meanwhile the integrability of (div
is a standard fact, which can be verified by writing out the expression in the exterior coordinate chart and using the assumed decay rates. The point is that the first term matches the top-order part of Φ(γ, τ ) and the other terms decay fast enough to ensure integrability.
be an n-dimensional asymptotically flat initial data set, and assume
Let a ∈ R and b ∈ R n , and let (f 0 , X 0 ) be a smooth lapse-shift pair such that
with derivative given by
Proof. The argument is essentially the same as in [6, Theorem 5.2] for the usual Regge-Teitelboim Hamiltonian, but we summarize the computation here for the sake of completeness. Differentiability of H comes from local boundedness of H and the polynomial structure of the integrand. To derive the Euler-Lagrange equation, we linearize (3.1) and have, for all (h, w) ∈ W
By the definition of the L 2 adjoint operator and the divergence theorem, we obtain
where B is the boundary integrand that arises from taking the adjoint of DΦ (g,π) . The upshot is that B equals (div g E h − d(tr g E h), w) · (f 0 , X 0 ) modulo terms that decay fast enough so that the boundary integral above vanishes as r → ∞.
Let (M, g, π) be an asymptotically flat initial data set satisfying the dominant energy condition and E = |P |. We would like to show that (g, π) locally minimizes its corresponding modified Regge-Teitelboim Hamiltonian with (a, b) = (E, −2P ) over its Φ (g,π) level set. The following key proposition shows that every nearby initial data set in the level set satisfies the dominant energy condition. This observation is the entire reason why we use the modified constraint operator in place of the usual constraint operator.
Proposition 3.3 (cf. [15, Lemma 3 .3]). Let (M, g, π) be an n-dimensional asymptotically flat initial data set of type (q, q 0 , α), and assume
Then there is an open neighborhood of (g, π) in C (g,π) consisting of initial data sets satisfying the dominant energy condition.
Proof. Let (γ, τ ) ∈ C (g,π) and let (μ,J) be the mass and current densities of (γ, τ ). The assumption
Note that the second identity implies thatJ ∈ C 0,β −q 0 where β = min(α, 2 − n p ) by the asymptotic flatness assumption of (g, π) and by using Sobolev embedding for γ. Letting h = γ − g, we havē
It implies that if |γ − g| g < 3 then (γ, τ ) ∈ C (g,π) satisfies the dominant energy condition.
Together with the positive mass inequality, the previous proposition implies that for any nearby (γ, τ ) ∈ C (g,π) as above, the inequality E(γ, τ ) ≥ |P (γ, τ )| holds. More precisely, since the initial data sets in C (g,π) have only weighted Sobolev regularity, we require a version of the positive mass theorem that holds with this level of regularity. This is where we must invoke Theorem 2.9, which we prove in Appendix B via an approximation argument.
We now prove that (g, π) locally solves the constrained minimization problem described above, and consequently there exists a Lagrange multiplier. This Lagrange multiplier allows us to find an asymptotically translational lapse-shift pair lying in the kernel of (DΦ (g,π) ) * .
Theorem 3.4. Assume that the positive mass inequality holds on an n-dimensional manifold M . Let (M, g, π) be an asymptotically flat initial data set satisfying the dominant energy condition. If
in M , which is asymptotic to (E, −2P ) in the sense that, on the exterior chart for M \ K,
Proof. Let (f 0 , X 0 ) be a smooth lapse-shift pair such that (f 0 , X 0 ) = (E, −2P ) on the exterior coordinate chart for M \ K, where (E, P ) denotes the ADM energy-momentum of (g, π). Choose p > n and q ′ ∈ ( n−2 2 , q). Let H be the modified Regge-Teitelboim Hamiltonian corresponding to (g, π) and (f 0 , X 0 ) and defined on M
is a minimizer of H in a neighborhood of (g, π) in the constrained subset C (g,π) . It is clear that the integral term in the functional has the same value for all (γ, τ ) ∈ C (g,π) . It suffices to show that the local minimum of the ADM energy-momentum term is zero and is realized by (g, π). As described above, by Proposition 3.3, the Sobolev version of the positive mass inequality (Theorem 2.9) applies to show that
. We compute
with equality at (g, π), thus establishing our claim.
Applying the method of Lagrange multipliers (Theorem D.1), there exists (
where the last equality comes from integration by parts and the fall-off assumption of (f 1 , X 1 ).
Replacing the left hand side with the formula of the derivative of H in Lemma 3.2, we obtain, for all (h, w) ∈ W 2,p
It implies that (
Finally, elliptic regularity (see Proposition C.2) implies that ( X 1 ) gives us the desired statement.
According to Beig and Chruściel [9] , Killing initial data on an initial data set (M, g, π) is a lapse-shift pair (f, X) that has the property that it gives rise to a meaningful spacetime Killing development (as defined in [8] ) wherever f is nonvanishing. That is, (g, π) embeds into a spacetime in such a way that (f, X) gives rise to a spacetime Killing vector. (Unfortunately, because of different conventions, our equations for (f, X) differ from the ones for the more physical lapse-shift (N, Y ) used in [8, 9] by various factors of 2 and −1.) This property translates into the condition
and hence they define Killing initial data to be any solution (f, X) of this set of equations. Note that these are the exact same equations that appear as the second set of equations of DΦ| * (g,π) (f, X) = (0, 0), and consequently, the same ones as in (DΦ (g,π) ) * (f, X) = (0, 0). We should also mention an observation originally due to V. Moncrief [31] that, for vacuum initial data sets, if all of the equations DΦ| * (g,π) (f, X) = (0, 0) hold, then the Killing development matches the spacetime evolution according to the vacuum Einstein equations. Thus a lapse-shift satisfying DΦ| * (g,π) (f, X) = (0, 0) could be called vacuum Killing initial data. This motivates the following definition.
Definition 3.5. Let (M, g, π) be an n-dimensional asymptotically flat initial data set of type (q, q 0 , α), not necessarily vacuum. We say that a lapse-shift pair (f, X) defined on the exterior region M \ K is asymptotically vacuum Killing initial data for (g, π) if
Furthermore we say that (f, X) is asymptotically translational if there exists a ∈ R and b ∈ R n such that
In this case we say that (f, X) is asymptotic to (a, b).
The following observation is originally due to Beig and Chruściel in [8, Section III] for dimension three (see also [14] for general dimensions).
Theorem 3.6. Let q + α > n − 2, and let (M, g, π) be an n-dimensional asymptotically flat initial data set of type (q, q 0 , α) with the ADM energy-momentum E = |P |. Let (f, X) be asymptotically vacuum Killing initial data for (g, π) that is asymptotic to some (a, b), where a ∈ R, b ∈ R n . If a and b are not both zero, then E = |P | = 0.
Note that this theorem does not require the dominant energy condition. See Appendix A for a full proof of Theorem 3.6. Our proof differs from the proof in [8, 14] in that we derive expansions for (f, X) that hold in greater generality, which may be of independent interest (see Theorem A.4 below). The regularity assumption in Theorem 3.6 is also slightly weaker than that in [8, 14] .
Finally, it is a simple matter to see from the definitions that automatically any lapse-shift pair in the kernel of (DΦ (g,π) ) * is asymptotically vacuum Killing initial data for (g, π). Therefore, Theorem 3.6 applies to the lapse-shift pair obtained from Theorem 3.4, thus completing the proof of our main theorem (Theorem 2).
Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 3.6
All of our computations will take place in the exterior coordinate chart M \ K ∼ = R n \ B, where B is a closed unit ball centered at the origin in R n . For notation, a comma in the subscript means ordinary differentiation in the coordinate chart (which is the same as covariant differentiation with respect to g E ), and ∆ 0 , tr 0 , div 0 are, respectively, the usual Euclidean Laplacian, trace, and divergence operators. Since these computations are taking place in Euclidean space, we will use lowered indices as our default, though repeated index summation is still in effect. We also write S∞ u dH n−1 as shorthand for lim r→∞ |x|=r u dH n−1 . We start with some computational lemmas.
Proof. The key observation is that (T ij − T ji )ν i is tangential to |x| = r, and thus the divergence theorem on the sphere tells us that
where the last equality follows from symmetry considerations.
Proof. By fixing j and applying the previous lemma to T ik = f ,k δ ij gives the first equality. For the second equality, we set T ij = f ,j x i and apply the previous lemma.
Throughout this section, we fix a number q 1 ∈ (0, 1) such that n + q 1 ≤ min(n + q 0 , 2 + 2q).
It will show up in the fall-off rates of error terms in many estimates.
Lemma A.3. Let (M, g, π) be an n-dimensional asymptotically flat initial data set of type (q, q 0 , α), and let (f, X) be asymptotically vacuum Killing initial data for (g, π) that is asymptotic to some (a, b), where a ∈ R and b ∈ R n . Then
As a consequence,
Proof. The equations (A.1) and (A.2) come directly from using equation (2.5) to write out the statement that DΦ| * (g,π) (f, X) ∈ C 0,α −n−q 0 × C 1,α −1−2q and then using known asymptotics to simplify the expression, as well as the following equation:
Taking the trace of (A.1) and (A.2) gives (A.3) and (A.4), respectively. Equation (A.5) follows from differentiating (A.2) with respect to ∂ j , substituting the divergence term by (A.4), and using π ij,j ∈ C 0,α −n−q 1 .
We can further express the next order terms in the expansion using the ADM energy-momentum. The asymptotics for the Riemannian case is due to Bunting and Masood-ul-Alam [10] . Under the added assumption of harmonic coordinates, Beig and Chruściel obtained the following expansions for f when E = |P | and for X (without the E = |P | assumption) [ Theorem A.4. Let (M, g, π) be an n-dimensional asymptotically flat manifold with ADM energymomentum vector (E, P ). Let (f, X) be asymptotically vacuum Killing initial data for (g, π) that is asymptotic to some (a, b), where a ∈ R and b ∈ R n . Then the following expansion holds in M \ K:
where φ, V i ∈ C 3,α 1−q , i = 1, . . . , n, satisfy the following equations in M \ K:
Remark A.5. Standard elliptic theory implies that there exist C 3,α 1−q solutions φ and V i to (A.7) which are unique up to constant and Euclidean harmonic functions of order |x| 2−n or lower [29] . Thus, the relevant terms described above in the expansion of (f, X) are independent of the choices of φ and V i . Remark A.6. Note that for the purpose of proving our main theorem (Theorem 2), it is unnecessary to prove the second fact that b i E = −2aP i , because Theorem 3.4 already gives us (f, X) with (a, b) = (E, −2P ). However, it is interesting to note that the proportionality must hold more generally.
Proof. Let φ and V i solve (A.7). These quantities are chosen so that their Laplacians exactly match the non-homogenous terms of (A.3) and (A.5). Therefore harmonic expansion (see e.g. [29] ) tells us that there are constants A, B i such that
The limitation of this expansion comes from the fact that we do not expect the φ and V i terms appearing in the expansion to be lower order than |x| 2−n . However, in what follows, we see that we are able to handle them.
We will establish (A.6) by showing that
We first prove (A.10). Consider equation (A.1):
It is well-known that we can express E as a flux integral involving the Ricci curvature (see, for example, [24, 30] ) and thus
This suggests that we should integrate equation (A.1) against x i ν j over S ∞ . By the second identity of Corollary A.2 and equation (A.8), we see that
To compute the last flux integral from (A.1), we apply Lemma A.1 for the tensor T jk = b k π ij x i in the second equality below to obtain
where in the last equality we used the definition of P and the fact that π ik,k = O(|x| −n−q 1 ), so the corresponding term integrates to zero in the limit. Knowing that the three previous computations must add up to zero, we obtain
In what follows, we will need the asymptotic expansion of div 0 V , so we compute
where the second equality follows from asymptotic flatness, and in particular, the decay of scalar curvature. Since div 0 V ∈ C 2,α −q , harmonic expansion tells us that
for some constant β. We compute β by computing the flux of div 0 V in two ways. First, using the expansion (A.12),
Second, we use Corollary A.2 and the definition of V i from (A.7) to find
Next we will prove
We can also compute the divergence using the expansion for X in (A.9):
By comparing these two equations, the definition of φ, and our expansion of div 0 V in (A.12), we obtain
. 
As before, we will use the fact that the flux integral of the above quantity must be zero. We know that the flux of the last term is S∞ 4aπ ij ν j dH n−1 = 4(n − 1)ω n−1 aP i , and we expect B i to show up when we take the flux of the X terms. Using the expansion for X, as well as Lemma A.1 (with T jk = b k (V i,j + V j,i ) in the second equality and with T jk = b j g ik in the last equality) and Corollary A.2 liberally,
where we use B j = −b j β in the last equality. Now it is apparent that the flux integrals of the terms
2) will cancel against integrals in the above expression. Putting it all together, we obtain the desired equation
The corollary follows immediately. (1) If E = 0 and a = 0, then (a, b) is proportional to (E, −2P ), and thus, up to scaling, we have
(2) If E = 0 and a = 0, then b = 0. (3) If E = 0, then either a = 0 or P = 0, and (f, X) satisfies Proof of Theorem 3.6. As mentioned above, the main difference between our proof and the original one in [8] is that we derive the asymptotics of (f, X) in greater generality as shown in Theorem A.4, and we avoid the use of harmonic coordinates. We also slightly relax the regularity assumption. We begin by assuming that (f, X) is asymptotically vacuum Killing initial data for (g, π) that is asymptotic to some (a, b), where a ∈ R and b ∈ R n are not all zero. Suppose that E = 0. By Corollary A.7, a = 0 and we can scale (f, X) so that without loss of generality, (f, X) is asymptotic to (E, −2P ). We can also rotate our coordinates so that without loss of generality, P points in the x n -direction. That is, P = (0, . . . , 0, |P |). By Corollary A.7, equations (A.14) hold, and they now reduce to
Now substitute what we know about (a, b) into (A.1) and (A.2) and also replace the ∆ 0 f term using (A.3). Doing this we obtain
Let ∆ ′ denote the Euclidean Laplace operator in the first (n − 1) coordinates x 1 , . . . , x n−1 . Looking at the top order terms of the Ricci curvature tensor and then using the definition of V , we have
Substituting this expression into (A.16),
Expanding the f ,ij in the above equation using (A.15), rearranging some terms, and multiplying by 4, we obtain
Now differentiate (A.17) in the x n -direction to obtain
We use the asymptotics of X in (A.15) in the above equation and rearrange some terms to obtain
Comparing this to (A.18), we now observe that these two equations will combine very nicely precisely when E = |P |. So from now on we invoke the hypothesis that E = |P |. Adding the two equations together, we obtain
We will use capital letters A, B, . . . to denote indices running from 1 to n−1, x ′ = (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ), and ρ = |x ′ |. If we focus on the case when i, j run only from 1 to n − 1, we obtain
Thus, if we define
Denoting the divergence operator of the first (n − 1) components by div ′ , we can compute
As a matter of pure analysis, if ∂ n Y decays sufficiently fast, this is impossible unless E = 0. This completes the proof, modulo the technical lemma immediately below.
Lemma A.9. Let q and α be numbers such that α ∈ (0, 1) and
where E is a constant and v(x) ∈ C 0,α 2−n−q 1
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that E = 0. We may assume E > 0. For each x n , define the limit of flux integrals on each x n -slice by
where D h Y is the difference quotient in the x n coordinate defined by, for each h > 0,
We will choose h to depend on x n later. We note that if Y has stronger regularity, e.g. Y ∈ C 2,α 1−q , then we can use ∂ n Y as in [8] , instead of the delicate difference quotient.
By divergence theorem on the x n -slice, we have
We now compute the integrand using (A.20). Denote by u(x ′ , x n ) = −2Eρ 4 |x| −n−2 . By Taylor expansion in the x n coordinate,
where the notation f = O(w) means that there is a positive constant C such that |f | ≤ C|w| on R n \ B. For the v term, we have
Combining the above computations, we can rewrite the integrand as
In order for the E term to dominate, we choose h = x 2s n where s > 0 satisfies
We will use the fact that for any positive real numbers a, b with b − a < 1 − n, there exists constants 0 < C 1 < C 2 depending only on n, a, b such that
The proof is a straightforward computation by estimating the integral over the regions where ρ ≤ |x n | and ρ ≥ |x n | separately. Combining the above inequalities with the equation of
allows us to estimate I(x n ) as follows, for some constant C independent of x n :
Our hypothesis on s implies that the E term dominates, and hence, for |x n | sufficiently large, we have I(x n ) > 0 if x n > 0 and I(x n ) < 0 if x n < 0.
On the other hand, this will contradict the decay assumption of Y as follows. For every h,
Computing the integrand, for |x n | > 0,
where c ∈ (0, x 2s n ) by Mean Value Theorem. Then we estimate term by term as follows:
Our assumption q + α > n − 2, as well as 2s < 1, implies that
Appendix B. Sobolev version of positive mass inequality
In this section we prove Theorem 2.9. The analogous theorem is already well-known in the Riemannian case. (See [5] for the spin case. For the general case, see [22] ). Our proof uses a density argument involving the generalized conformal approach to solving the constraint system. In this approach, originally due to Corvino and Schoen [16] , the under-determined constraint system is reduced to an elliptic system, for which so-called the harmonic asymptotics can be obtained. The argument has been extended to non-vacuum cases and to general dimensions for the usual constraint map in [23, Proof of Theorem 2.1], [25, Section 2] and [20, Lemma 23] . Slightly different from the previous applications, here we apply the argument to the modified constraint operator. Thus, we can bypass an extra deformation step to the strict dominant energy condition in the proof of the positive mass inequality (specifically [20, Theorem 22] ). The proof is a direct generalization of the case for the usual constraint map, but for the sake of completeness we include the details and also pay special attention to regularity.
and (γ,τ ) satisfies
Furthermore, for δ sufficiently small, (γ,τ ) satisfies the following properties:
−2−q where µ, J are the mass and current densities of (γ, τ ), then
whereμ,J are the mass and current densities of (γ,τ ).
Proof. We first prove the existence of a solution (γ,τ ) to the modified constraint equation prescribed by (2φ, V ). Using the density of C ∞ c (M ) in the weighted Sobolev spaces, there is a sequence of smooth initial data sets (
By continuity of the modified constraint map, as k → ∞,
In the following, we suppress the subscript k when the context is clear and denote s =
where (L Yγ ) ij is the Lie derivative with indices raised byγ. Define the map T (γ,τ ) :
The linearization of T (γ,τ ) at (u, Y ) = (0, 0) is
The formula can be found in [20, Page 116] , except the term involving div γ τ that comes from the extra term in the definition of the modified constraint operator. The map T (γ,τ ) is defined analogously. As p > 1 and q ∈ ( n−2 2 , n − 2), the linearized operators DT (γ,τ ) | (0, 0) and DT (γ,τ ) | (0,0) are Fredholm of index zero [5] . (However, it is not known whether those linearized operators are isomorphisms. Otherwise, one could have applied the inverse function theorem to the map T (γ,τ ) at this stage to solve the prescribed modified constraint equation.)
Next, we use surjectivity of linearized modified constraint operator to construct the map T (γ,τ ) such that its linearization is an isomorphism. Let K 1 be a complementing subspace for the kernel of Lemma 2.7 and by density of C ∞ c , there are compactly supported symmetric 2-tensors {(h k , w k )} N k=1 whose images under DΦ (γ,τ ) span a complementing subspace of the image of
. We define the maps
Using that (γ,τ ) converges to (γ, τ ) in W
is an isomorphism by construction. By the inverse function theorem, we conclude that there is k 0 , δ 0 > 0 such that for all k > k 0 the map T (γ k ,τ k ) is a diffeomorphism from a neighborhood of (u, Y, h, w) = 0 onto a neighborhood containing the L p −2−q ball of radius 2δ 0 centered at T (γ,τ ) (0, 0, 0, 0) = Φ (γ,τ ) (γ, τ ). Therefore, for (2φ, V ) L p −2−q < δ < δ 0 , we find (u, Y, h, w) K 1 ×K 2 < C 0 δ where C 0 is a uniform constant. Therefore,
Next we will prove the claim on regularity. Let (γ,τ ) solve (B.2). By the assumption (µ, J), (φ, V ) ∈ C 0,α −2−q and the definition of the modified operator,
where we also use that γ,γ are at least C 0,α −q by Sobolev embedding. Applying the Taylor expansion to the usual constraint operator at (γ,τ ), we have
where (h,w) = (γ,τ ) − (γ,τ ) can be expressed in terms of (u, Y ) using the equations (B.1). Using formula of the linearized operator (2.3), for δ sufficiently small, we see that (u, Y ) satisfies a second order nonlinear elliptic system. By Sobolev embedding W So far the analysis has been mostly the same as that for the usual constraint operator. The only part of argument where it is essential to use the modified operator is in the last claim to obtain the dominant energy condition. Letting V ≡ 0 and computing as in Proposition 3.3, we have, for δ sufficiently small,μ
Proof of Theorem 2.9. Let (M, γ, τ ) be an initial data set as in the hypotheses of Theorem 2.9. By the previous proposition with φ ≡ 0 and V ≡ 0, we can find initial data (γ,τ ) that is arbitrarily close to (γ, τ ) in M 2,p −q × W 1,p −1−q and still satisfies the dominant energy condition. By the assumed decay of (µ, J), the proposition also tells us that (γ,τ ) is asymptotically flat of type (q, q 0 , 1 − n p ). Therefore the positive mass inequality for asymptotically flat initial data of type (q, q 0 , 1 − n p ) tells us that E(γ,τ ) ≥ |P (γ,τ )|.
Since (γ,τ ) can be chosen arbitrarily close to (γ, τ ) in M [20, Proposition 19] .) The result follows.
where L * g f = −(∆ g f )g + Hess g f − f Ric(g) and the indices are raised or lowered by g.
Lemma C.1. Let (f, X) solve (DΦ (g,π) ) * (f, X) = (h, w). Then (f, X) satisfies the following Hessian type equations: Proof. By taking the trace of the first component of DΦ| * (g,π) (f, X) = (h, w), we obtain the Laplace equation for f . Using that equation to eliminate the Laplace term in the first component of (DΦ (g,π) ) * (f, X) = (h, w) gives the Hessian equation for f .
By commuting the order of derivatives and the Ricci formula, (L X g) ij;k + (L X g) ki;j − (L X g) jk;i = (X i;jk + X i;kj ) + (X j;ik − X j;ki ) + (X k;ij − X k;ji ) = 2X i;jk + (R where the sign convention for the Riemannian curvature tensor is so that the Ricci tensor R jk = R ℓ ℓjk . Together with the equations for L X g from (DΦ (g,π) ) * (f, X) = (h, w), it implies the Hessian equation of X. Taking the trace implies the equation for ∆ g X.
Elliptic regularity can be applied to a weak solution to the above elliptic linear system (C.1). Note the explicit expression of the coefficients in the system is not used, but we will use the properties that they belong to the correct weighted Hölder spaces (by the assumption that (g, π) is of type (q, q 0 , α)) so the Schauder estimates apply.
Proposition C.2. Let (M, g, π) be an n-dimensional asymptotically flat initial data set of type (q, q 0 , α). Let p ≥ 1 and q ′ ∈ (0, q). Suppose (f, X) ∈ L p −q ′ weakly solves (DΦ (g,π) ) * (f, X) = (h, w) and (h, w) ∈ C Proof. We will show that that if (f, X) is a solution in C Combined with the previous inequality, this proves the desired a priori estimate. Note that the assumed decay of (µ, J) is not used in this proof.
Appendix D. The method of Lagrange multipliers
Our variational approach relies on a generalized version of the Lagrange multiplier theorem. The version presented here holds generally without the condition that the level set of the constraint is a submanifold, but it requires the functional to achieve a local extreme, instead of just a critical point, as opposed to another standard version (e.g. the one used by Bartnik in [6, Theorem 6.3]). The advantage is that the variations can be taken in the natural weighted Sobolev spaces, and we do not need to establish a splitting theorem that the kernel of the linearized operator is complemented.
We remark that nevertheless the constraint map can be a submersion between the appropriate Banach spaces. Bartnik's framework is three-dimensional, and a Hilbert space structure can be imposed for which the splitting holds trivially. For higher dimensions, Chruściel and Delay show the constraint map is a submersion between more delicate Banach spaces [13] , which, however, requires the initial data sets to be at least C 4,α × C 4,α regular. It is related to the well-known derivative loss issue of their approach (see also [16] and [12] ).
The proof of the following simple theorem can be found in [28, Section 9 .3]. Since it is an important ingredient of the main result, we include the proof for completeness.
